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Alone
 
I can live
I can enjoy
I can manage
I can love myself
I can sing
I can run away
I can fly away
I can visit somewhere
I can lead
I can care myself
I can create  a new noval
I can sleep alone
Without you
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Girlfriend
 
Wish you to Good health
Wish you to long live,
Scan my mind and refresh
Transfer me to happiness;
Give me a sunshine
Give me  a strength
By the help of your gorgeous smiling,
Be as a being part
In my long journey;
During hot days
Your evergreen eyes
Makes Me cool,
Your sweet voices
Highlights 
Every nano second
In my half of life
Across you'll be able
My girlfriend? ? ? ?
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Half Girlfriend
 
Bring me a picture
Cover with Plastic wrap
As a part
Half of my life.
I know
But I don't wanna to do
Run away from your heart
Just want to do something
Special day for you,
I didn't know that
You belongs to
someone.
Thanks For
Giving me smile
In my halfway of life,
I Can't control
When you cry.
You too knew that
You too love me
A little bit of rain,
But you don't have
Any chance to love me,
As a lifetime.
OK baby fine
I don't mind,
I will meet you
In my next life,
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Heart
 
YOU ARE ALWAYS IN MY HEART
 
 
You Are Always In My Heart, Here, There And Everywhere,
 
There Is No One In The Whole World That Makes Me Feel This Way.
                                    Will You Be My Valentine Today And Forever…
Romantic Valentine Wish Many Times You Make Me Cry,
And Looking For A Reason Why,
Many Times You Make Me Fly,
Always Stay With Me Until I Die…
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Silence
 
Without ringing sounds
Neglected request voices;
Some dreams have destroyed
Roof of sweetie cottage
Have fallen down.
Vibrating mine
Emotional mood
Carrying uncontroll
To no answer
Trying to forget everything,
Silently  you have gone
Per away from my hollow heart,
Don't try to get
Loving memory
Because you would be harm.
Poisoning silent killer;
had gone to the heaven
Already, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? why
I don't have heart?
I can't fulfill your heart?
Incomplete, , , , $$$$/
Silently escape.......
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To Be Continue
 
Life is a zigzag
Life is a bit sucks me
Facing problems
After solving one  by one
Increasing more and more
No any shortcut way
No idea what I'm?
After birth to till end
Learning like to be continue
Trying to conclude
I didn't get any better
Happy ending in my life
To conclude
To be continue
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Your My Moonlight Flower
 
Every night
When I was sleeping
You try to wake up
In my silent night.
Your a kind of
Cutie gorgeous
we were met
Only my dreams
Before morning,
You escape from
My heart dreamt
Like moonlight flowers,
Fall down before day.
You always attacks me
Every night my dreams
None of peoples
They are don't know
Your smiling
I miss you
Moonlight flower
When you stretching
Your eyes
When you streaming love
I wanted to hug you tightly
But
You fall down
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??????
 
????? ??.......
????? ???????
????? ?????? ??????
????????. ????????
?????? ????
??? ??? ??????
?????? ????
????? ?????? ?????,
                 ?? ????? ??   ?????????
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?????? ???????? (How To Explain)
 
???? ????? ?????????
???? ???? ????
?????  ????
??? ????? - ?????;
????? ??? ??? ???????'
???? ???? ????????'
????????? ??? ???'
???? ?????? ???? ???????? ',
????? ?????? ???????? ????????
??????? ???? ??????? ??????
????????, ?????? ?????????
????? ?????
???? ????? ????
?????? ????????
????? ?????? ?
        ????? ??????
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